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Reproduction in Plants 133 Worksheet 15 Reproduction in Humans 143 Worksheet 16 Heredity and Molecular Genetics 153 Worksheet 17 Ecology and Our Impact on the Ecosystem 169 Model Examination Paper of Substances in Plants in Humans 11 85 95 105 and Response 113 125 179 v Terms Used in Examination Questions Below is a list of
terms that are used in examination questions. It is important that you familiarise yourself with these terms and what is expected in your answers when such terms are encountered. Term vi What is expected in your answer Analyse Interpret data to reach conclusions. Annotate Add brief notes to a diagram, drawing or graph. Apply Use an idea,
equation, Calculate Find an answer using mathematical instructed otherwise). Compare Give an account of similarities and differences between two (or more) items, referring to both (or all) of them throughout your account. Construct Represent or develop information or key). Deduce Reach a conclusion Define Give the precise meaning of a word or
phrase as concisely as possible. Derive Manipulate Describe Give a detailed step-by-step account, including all relevant information. Design Produce a plan, model or simulation. Determine Find the only possible answer. Discuss Give an account including, where possible, assessments of the relative importance comparisons of alternative hypotheses.
Distinguish Give the differences Draw Illustrate Estimate Find an approximate value for an unknown quantity, information provided and prior scientific knowledge. Evaluate Assess the consequences Explain Give a clear account including causes, reasons or mechanisms. Identify Find an answer from a number of possibilities. List Give a sequence of
names or other brief answers, with no elaboration. Each point in your sequence should be clearly separated from the rest. Measure Find a value for a quantity (include units as well). Outline Give a brief account or summary Predict Give an expected result. Solve Obtain an answer using algebraic and/or other numerical (show working unless instructed
otherwise). State Give a specific name, value or other brief answers argument or calculation is necessary). Suggest Propose a hypothesis principle, theory or law in a new situation. methods unless in a graphical form (include a legend from the information a mathematical (show working given. equation to give a new equation or result. a range of
arguments, of various factors or between two or more different items or concepts. by means of pencil lines (add labels unless told otherwise). based on the and limitations. (include essential or an alternative answer. information only). methods (no supporting A Guide to Essay Writing Essay questions are designed to test your ability to describe and
explain biological processes, principles and concepts. Marks will be awarded according to the points presented. It is important to read the essay question carefully before attempting to answer it. Do highlight key terms and words in the question. Many students misunderstand the question and as a result, their essays are inappropriate. Sometimes an
essay question consists of two or more parts. Ensure that you have answered every part. Before starting to write, plan the essay. Here is how an essay may be planned: 1. 2. 3. 4. Note the topics involved. Write down all the relevant points and ideas. Organise these points and ideas so that a logical sequence is formed. Develop an introduction, followed
by the sequence of points and a conclusion. While writing, keep referring sentences in your essay. to the essay A few examples are given below to be taken note of while writing your essay. plan to stay on track. illustrate some key Avoid using long points that should Example 1 Describe clearly the synthesis of human insulin through gene technique.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages technique. The topics involved are DNA, genetic There are two parts to this question. engineering, microbiology the recombinant of using such a [8] and biotechnology. The term 'describe' used in the first part of the question means that a detailed, step-by-step account that includes all relevant information is
required in the essay. Your answer should provide details of the recombinant gene technique (e.g. the use of enzymes, bacteria, plasm ids and the human insulin gene). The second part of the question requires a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of recombinant technology. The term 'discuss' is used. This means an account that includes
a range of arguments is required. As a general guide, at least two advantages and two disadvantages should be given. A possible distribution of marks in this question is four marks for the description of the production of human insulin and four marks for the discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of the recombinant gene technique. vii
Example 2 Describe the functions a) hydrochloric acid b) liver of each of the following in the nutrition of a mammal: [2] [3] This is considered a 'recall' or 'knowledge' question. Note that the question requires a description of functions that relate to nutrition in a mammal. Care must be taken when writing so that the essay does not include items that
are out of point. This is especially true for the functions of the liver. There are six functions of the liver listed in the textbook. The essay must only mention the functions that relate to nutrition in mammals. Example 3 Compare nutrition in mammals with nutrition in green plants. A common mistake which students make is to state only the differences.
answer requires both similarities and differences to be stated. vi viii [5] An appropriate Name: _ Class: Date: _ Cells (fj CONNECT IT! Complete the concept map below using keywords learnt in the chapter. Discuss with your classmates how the concept map can be extended. HL--=====---JH I Cell Tissue specialised cells _-y--_~ --- cell vessel I
o,ga~;sm I '-----~ f------made T which surrounds-- ______ ___ I and of proteins ) which contains organelles such as (DNA) Cell wall . (onlyin __ which Is Contains chromatin Synthesises and transports substances up of-------~~I cell Energy source for cells © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private limited _ permeable and encloses the
cytoplasm Store substances within the cell Worksheet 1 1 (j)'YESY IT! Section A: Choose the correct answer, and write its letter in the brackets provided. For questions 1, 2 and 3, refer to the diagram shown below. 4 1 2 ~~-5 I.,J 1m.;,11-- 6 3 1. What are the numbered parts of the cell? 1 Cell surface A 2. 3 Cell wall Cytoplasm B Cell wall Cell surface
membrane Cytoplasm C Cytoplasm Cell surface membrane Cell wall D Cytoplasm Cell wall Cell surface membrane Which structure A B C D 3. membrane 2 traps light energy? 3 4 5 6 Which structures are found in both plant and animal cells? A 1 and 2 Bland 3 C 2 and 3 D 2 and 4 2 Worksheet 1 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore)
Private Limited 4. The electron micrograph of a section of a liver cell taken from an animal is shown below. What are the identity of X and the function of Y? Identity of X A 5. reticulum Production of energy B Golgi apparatus Formation of vesicles C Mitochondrion Release of energy o Vacuole Production of proteins An animal cell had its nucleus
removed by means of a fine glass tube. The cell was not otherwise damaged. It was put in a solution that induces cell division. It continued to survive for a day, but did not undergo cell division. An intact cell, used as a control, divided twice in that time. What can you conclude from this experiment about the role of the nucleus in the cell? A B C o 6.
Endoplasmic Function of Y The The The The nucleus nucleus nucleus nucleus controls the normal activity of the cell. is essential lor cell division. is essential for life. is the only part of the cell that contains The diagram below shows structures revealed. a three-dimensional DNA. view of a plant cell with some of its internal A B C o The diagram below
shows a section of the cell (viewed from above) after it has been sliced along a plane. At which plane, A, B, C or 0, has the cell been sliced? © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private limited Worksheet 1 3 7. The diagram below shows an electron micrograph of plant cells. What is the likely function of these plant cells? 8. A B Carry
out photosynthesis Carry out respiration C D Provide support to the plant Transport water i!] the plant The diagram below shows four types of cells that are not drawn to scale. l. R [lJ Which cells are involved A 1 and 2 Bland 4 C 2 and 3 D 3 and 4 4 2 3 in the transport of substances in a living organism? Worksheet 1 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish
International (Singapore) Private limited 9. Which of the following correctly relates these specialised cells to their functions? Absorption of water and mineral salts Conduction and support Transport of oxygen A Red blood cell Xylem Root hair cell B Root hair cell Xylem Red blood cell C Xylem Red blood cell Root hair cell o Xylem Root hair cell Red
blood cell 10. The stomach is considered as an organ, because A B C o it it it it _ consists of a group of cells working together to digest food consists of different tissues working together to digest food is a basic unit of life produces digestive enzymes to digest food 11. Which of the following correctly lists the organs in flowering plants? A B C o Flower,
leaf, stem, root Flower, leaf, stem, root hair cell Leaf, stem, root, root hair cell Stem, root, root hair cell © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private limited Worksheet 1 5 Section B: Structured Qu~stJon"i~ Answer the following questions in the spaces provided. 1. The diagram electron below shows the structures visible in a plant
cell when it is examined under an microscope. .-JI-+-I---- H f../.---G ~'------ (a) 6 Identify the parts labelled A to J. A: F: B: G: c: H: 0: I: - E: J: (b) State one function (c) What feature(s) (d) State one structural Worksheet 1 F each for A, B, E, 1 and J. in this cell indicate(s) that it can photosynthesise? difference between structures F and G. © 2013 Marshall
Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited 2. The diagram below shows some normal blood cells when they are viewed under a microscope. (a) Name the type of blood cells shown, and state the function of these cells. (b) Explain how the red blood cell is adapted for its function. (e) Some people suffer from a genetic disease known as sickle
cell anaemia. These sufferers sickle cell anaemia have red blood cells that are sickle-shaped. normal red blood cell Explain why a patient suffering -- sickle-shaped of red blood cell from sickle cell anaemia feels tired easily. © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Worksheet 1 7 3. (a) Complete the table below. A _ o o B ~
_ endothelial c (b) o muscle _ Arrange A, B, and C in increasing order of complexity. Least complex 8 layer 0 Worksheet 1 • Most complex © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Section C: Answer the following questions. 1. Explain how the structure 2. Compare the structural 3. The human skin is composed of many
structures such as blood vessels, epidermal cells, nerves and sweat glands. Explain whether we should classify the skin as a tissue or an organ. of the root hair cell is adapted for its functions. differences between a typical animal cell and a typical plant cell. © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private limited Worksheet 1 9
~WORKONIT! Circle the question(s) you have answered incorrectly. Then, revisit the relevant section(s) in the textbook to strengthen your understanding of the key concept(s). Questions Learning objectives (a) Identify cell structures in diagrams or micrographs, and state the functions of organelles and membrane systems (b) State the relationship
between cell structure and function (c) Compare the structures of typical animal and plant cells (d) Differentiate between cell, tissue, organ and organ system (e) Examine and identify typical plant and animal cells under a microscope 10 Worksheet 1 MultipleChoice Structured 1,2,3,4, FreeResponse Textbook section(s) 1 - 2.1 8,9 2 1 2.2 - - 2 2.1 10,
11 3 3 2.2 7 - - 2.1 5,6 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Name: _ Class: Date: _ Movement of Substances (j!) CONNECT IT! Complete the concept map below using keywords learnt in the chapter. Discuss with your classmates how the concept map can be extended. Surface area to ratio rate affected by not needed
needed Movement of substances _______ a concentration gradient, from a region of _______ concentration to a region of _ concentration Net movement of water molecules from a solution of _______ water potential to Net movement of particles from a region of _ a solution of water potential, across a partially permeable membrane concentration to a
region of _ affected by affected by concentration ----*---- ~ gradient I gradient across a membrane I (may burst) 1 animal cells -- L======---.r- plant -cells Cells in solution of higher water potential 1 Cells in solution of lower water potential © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited r-r- al a~~~ s I-- '----plant cell s Flaccid,
shrink in size Cell membrane and cytoplasm pull away from the cell wall Worksheet 2 11 (j)' TEST IT! Section A: Choose the correct answer, and write its letter in the brackets provided. 1. The two gas jars shown below were left for a long time to let oxygen and carbon dioxide molecules diffuse through them. oxygen molecule :'r' = '.' r-~----------~"
Lgasjar How would the molecules be arranged after a long time? A ~_.' ~ B ~ ~. o. ~~ C ~f--.'----~~. D ~~::~: •• :-:? : : • '_,_o~~~,_o_. carbon dioxide molecule :-~ ~ ~~ -------..=,....----------=....:{~ ~=~------'-1.~~~ For questions 2 and 3, refer to the diagram below, which shows the appearance after it was placed in concentrated sugar solution for 15
minutes. ~:::;:==~==:;;:::::::;::~----- \--t+---------- of a typical plant cell 1 2 --~~~---------3 }ttt------ 4 X----ti- 2. Which of the numbered structures A 1 and 2 B C 1 and 4 2 and 3 2 and 4 o 3. Which of the following occupies the region labelled X? A B C o 12 are partially permeable? Air Cell sap Sugar solution Water Worksheet 2 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish
International (Singapore) Private Limited 4. The diagram shows the results of an experiment after 3 hours. The liquid in the glass tube rose to point X from its initial level. fc-+---X .. .. . +----- initial level . I - .. f- ... : .:1/ .. Visking tubing (partially permeable) i..:: ------1'd: .• •• ' .. ."1---- container : . . "-f. +--- 0.4 mol/om" sucrose " -t--- 0.2 mol/ern" sucrose
In a second experiment, what change could be made to cause the liquid to rise higher than point X after 3 hours? A B C D 5. The process by which water enters the root hair cell is called A B C D 6. A larger container with the same volume of liquid A smaller container with the same volume of liquid Change the sucrose solution in the Visking tubing to
water Change the sucrose solution in the container to water active transport diffusion osmosis phagocytosis Which of the following statements is true of these cells, assuming that both cells have the same thickness? X-¢ A B C D 7. _ o-------,O /=¥- Y (0 Cell X is specially adapted for active transport, and Y for diffusion. Cell X has a greater surface area
to volume ratio than Y. Cell Y is modified for absorbing materials into the cell. Diffusion of oxygen into cell Y occurs at a higher rate than X. Which statement is true of active transport in plants? A B C D It depends on the availability of energy. It eventually achieves equilibrium. It involves the random movement of molecules. It relies on the kinetic
energy of molecules. © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private limited Worksheet 2 13 Section B: Answer the following questions in the spaces provided. 1. In an experiment, a peeled potato was cut into half, and wells were created as shown in the diagram below. One potato half was boiled before the experiment. Both potato
halves were soaked in 10 ern" of distilled 5 ern" of 10% salt solution. peeled raw potato __ 10% salt solution (b) 14 peeled boiled potato -r-ri-r--: distilled water -~~~ (a) water, before their wells were filled with ---.b~~ Predict what will happen to (i) the levels of the solution in the well ofthe peeled raw potato and distilled water in the dish after 24
hours. (ii) the levels of the solution dish after 24 hours. in the well of the peeled boiled potato and distilled water in the Explain your answers in (a){i) using your knowledge of diffusion Worksheet 2 and osmosis. © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited 2. Six identical cylinders offresh potato (A to F), each weighing 10 g,
were immersed in salt solutions of different concentrations for two hours. They were removed and reweighed. The change in mass of each cylinder was recorded in a bar graph as shown. Change in mass of potato cylinderjg 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 E A (6) (4) 8(3) 2 F(l) 1 O--~~~-L~--r-'-~~r-~~~--~----~ Fresh potato cylinder -1 -2 D (-2) -3 -4 - -5 -6 C -7
(a) Which cylinder has been immersed (i) the highest concentration? (ii) the lowest concentration? (iii) a concentration (-6) in salt solution with: closest to that of the potato cells? (b) Explain the changes in the cells of potato cylinder D. (c) Calculate the percentage _ _ _ increase in mass shown by potato cylinder A. © 2013 Marshall Cavendish
International (Singapore) Private Limited Worksheet 2 15 (d) 3. Suggest how the experiment can be extended to find the concentration of the potato cells. In an experiment, six potato strips of equal mass were cut and placed in separate test tubes as shown in the diagram below. Each test tube contained sugar solution of a different concentration.
After six hours, the potato strips were removed from the test tubes and dried carefully using a paper towel. They were then weighed again. Some ofthe potato strips had gained in mass, while some had lost in mass. The changes in mass are shown in the table below. 16 Worksheet 2 Test tube Amount of sugar in g in 1.00 cm3 of solution Change in
mass in g, increase (+) or decrease (-) A 18 - 0.40 B 14 - 0.02 C 12 + 0.20 D 10 + 0.30 E 6 + 0.60 F 2 + 0.90 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited (a) Draw a graph to show the results of the experiment. - -1- -t- - .•. ++- -+ -+-+ +- -T + +r + + -+ >-- I- -~-t- + t- - + (b) Which test tube contains sugar solution with the
highest concentration? (c) Use the graph to estimate (d) Explain why the potato strip in test tube F had increased (e) Suggest two ways to increase the accuracy and reliability of this experiment. a value for the sugar concentration © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Explain your answer. in the potato cells. in mass.
Worksheet 2 17 4. A student carried out an experiment to find Three chilli strips of equal length were cut Petri dish contained different concentrations and 0.1% salt solution. The diagram below after 60 minutes. out the effect of sugar concentration on chilli strips. and placed in Petri dishes labelled 1, 2 and 3. Each of salt solution - 1% salt solution,
0.5% salt solution shows the appearance of the chilli strips initially and outer surface (cuticle) dish containing salt solution At the start of the experiment outer surface (cuticle) outer surface (cuticle) outer surface (cuticle) After 60 minutes dish 1 18 dish 2 dish 3 (a) Based on the appearance of the strips after 60 minutes, deduce the concentration
solution in each of the Petri dishes. (b) Explain how the change in the chilli strip in dish 2 was brought about. Worksheet 2 of the salt © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Section C: Answer the following questions. 1. Write a short paragraph to explain why the child, with a bleeding leg wound, shown in the diagram, is
in danger of being bitten by the piranhas. © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Worksheet 2 19 2. A scientist performed an experiment to measure the uptake of two types of sugar, Sugar A and Sugar B, by the cells of the small intestine in the presence and absence of oxygen. The table below shows the amount of
sugar absorbed by the cells of the small intestine under the different conditions. Sugar Amount absorbed in the presence of oxygen/ arbitrary units Amount absorbed in the absence of oxygen/arbitrary units A 8.0 1.8 B 6.4 6.2 Discuss the results obtained by this scientist with reference to the movement of Sugar A and Sugar B into the cells of the
small intestine. ((!) WORK ON IT! Circle the question(s) you have answered incorrectly. Then, revisit the relevant section(s) in the textbook to strengthen your understanding of the key concept(s). Questions Learning objectives (a) Define diffusion, and state its importance MultipleChoice Structured in nutrient uptake and gas exchange in organisms
1,6 1 (b) Define osmosis, and describe the effects 2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4 of osmosis in plant and animal tissues (c) Define active transport 7 FreeResponse 1,2 Textbook section(s) 3.1 3.2 2 3.4 2 3.4 (d) Discuss the importance of active transport as an energy-consuming process by which substances are transported against a concentration gradient 20 -= Worksheet 2 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Name: _ Class: Date: _ Nutrients o ~CONNECT :::r IT! OJ S CD "'" Complete the concept map below using keywords learnt in the chapter. Discuss with your classmates how the concept map can be extended. consist of Fatty acids may be ~ linked by L::::::===- J
IL=====;::..=-==--=.J I I : forming formed by ~ Sucrose Glucose I formed by condensation _________ precipitate (Large amounts of reducing sugar) _______ coloration © 2013 MarshallCavendishInternational (Singapore)Privatelimited reaction ____ white emulsion and heat is given off ____ coloration Worksheet 3 21 (j)'TEST IT! Section A: Choose the
correct answer, and write its letter in the brackets provided. 1. Which statement A B C D 2. B C D one of the roles of water in the human body? a solvent to dissolve some substances a source of energy an insulating layer for the body material for the build-up of muscles Which form of carbohydrate A 3. As As As As correctly describes is usually stored
in the human body? Glucose Glycogen Glycerol Starch The diagram below shows the breakdown of three types of organic molecules. 0-0-0--0-0-0-Q y o c: 00 ~ 22 z D- D- 0-00-0 What are the identities Q5 ~ x D- 0 D~~ t> of X, Y, and Z? X Y Z A Ca rbohyd rate Fat Protein B Carbohydrate Protein Fat C Protein Carbohydrate Fat D Protein Worksheet 3
Fat Carbohydrate © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited 4. A student was given three test tubes, each containing two food substances. The student was asked to identify the food substances present in each test tube. The table below shows the results of the student's tests. Reagent added Test tube Biuret solution X
Solution remains blue Orange-red precipitate formed Blue-black colour observed Y Violet colour observed Orange-red precipitate formed Solution remains brown Z Violet colour observed Solution remains blue Which conclusion A B C D 5. Iodine solution Benedict's solution is consistent Blue-black colour observed with the results? Egg white and
maltose are present in test tube X. Egg white and starch are present in test tube X. Egg white and starch are present in test tube z. Starch and maltose are present in test tube Y. Food tests are carried out on four solutions. Which solution contains indicates a positive reaction; X indicates negative result.) only glucose and proteins? (of' Solution
Benedict's test Biuret test Ethanol emulsion test A of' X of' B of' of' of' C of' of' X D X of' of' © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Worksheet 3 23 I Section B: _ Answer the following questions in the spaces provided. 1. 2. 24 A student conducted food tests on a solution given to him. Complete the table to show the
conclusions which can be drawn from the tests. Food test Observation Sample mixed with Benedict's solution and boiled Orange-red precipitate formed Sample mixed with sodium hydroxide and 1% copper sulfate, drop by drop Violet colour observed Sample mixed with iodine solution Blue-black colour observed Sample mixed with ethanol and then
water White emulsion formed Conclusion (a) Name the type of reaction by which amino acids are linked together. (b) Name the product formed when many amino acids are linked together. (c) How does the sequence of amino acids affect the structure and function of proteins? Worksheet 3 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private
Limited Section C: Free-Response Questions Answerthe following questions. 1. David is given a slice of cucumber and a slice of tomato. He is curious to find out ifthe food samples contain reducing sugars, proteins or fats. Outline the experiments that he should conduct to test the food samples for reducing sugars, proteins and fats. 2. Describe the
structure and function(s) of carbohydrates, © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited proteins and fats. Worksheet 3 25 3. (a) Sally wants to lose weight by only eating plain rice for all her meals. Explain why it is not advisable for her to do so for a prolonged period of time. (b) The forms of carbohydrates stored in humans
and plants are glycogen and starch respectively. Explain why glucose is not used to store carbohydrates. (0' WORK ON IT! Circle the question(s) you have answered incorrectly. Then, revisit the relevant section(s) in the textbook to strengthen your understanding of the key concept(s). Questions Learning objectives (a) Explain the importance of water
in living organisms (b) Describe how glycogen is formed from simpler glucose molecules (c) Describe how fats are formed from glycerol and fatty acids MultipleChoice Structured FreeResponse 1 Textbook section(s) 4.2 2,3 2,3 4.3 3 2,3 4.4 2,3 4.5 (d) Describe how proteins and polypeptides are formed from amino acids 3 2 4,5 1 (e) Carry out
experiments to test for the presence of reducing sugars, starch, fats and proteins 26 Worksheet 3 1 4.3,4.4,4.5 © 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited Name: _ Class: Date: _ Enzymes (fj CONNECT IT! Complete the concept map below using keywords learnt in the chapter. Discuss with your classmates how the concept
map can be extended. Biological Enzymes I are1 ainly ~m~ de of I ~ I Functions ---+ ~ I ------complex substances ---+ ------complex substances Characteristics H H Speed up I I I Only amount needed Mode of action ---+ Lower energy I - Class I and optimum_ Catalyse reversible reactions __ and __ hypothesis based on ty pe of reaction catalysed e. g.
Hydrolases t fits into enzyme's active site Work best at optimum -1 ~ I Denaturation occurs at extremes of temperature or pH I H Enzymes are specific I ---+ I 01 for~s I l complex forms t Product I once formed, product leaves Enzyme molecule free to take part in another reaction I affected by concentration concentration © 2013
MarshallCavendishInternational (Singapore)PrivateLimited Worksheet 4 27 (i)' TEST IT! Section A: Multiple-Choice Questions Choose the correct answer, and write its letter in the brackets provided. 1. Enzymes are A B C D 2. proteins that are used up in chemical reactions proteins that catalyse chemical reactions at any temperature proteins that
catalyse chemical reactions in living organisms proteins that speed up the breakdown of complex compounds into simpler substances To digest the xylem cell walls of dead plant cells, bacteria secrete lignase and A B C D 3. _ _ amylase cellulase lipase sucrase The energy graph of a reaction is shown below. The graph shows the reaction occurring with
and without an enzyme. Energy f-------"7""""''-
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